The artist Harold Hahn part 1
In this article I will explore the work of Harold Hahn and the impact he had on the hobby of model ship
building. His ideas molded a generation of model builders and those inspired by his work carried his work
forward into the new generation.
All the images you will see are from either the Cleveland Museum of art or from the estate of Harold Hahn.
They are shown here with the permission of the museum and the estate. Harold never stopped working, he was
a prolific artist; every wall in his house is hung with paintings and sketches; model ships are on display in his
house as well as the homes of his children along with piles and piles of water colors, drawings, prints, sketches
and etchings. Many times I sat and went through his work as he told their story of where and why he created the
piece. My father was a portrait artist and photographer, later to become a lithographer I followed in his footsteps
and pursued a career as a commercial artist. With my background in art, on meeting Harold Hahn, a bond was
formed as kindred spirits as the young artist and the master. Harold was a well educated and refined man, his
intellect would shine and you could feel his passion of art.
The question of art versus craft.
The division between the two is not easy to define without writing a dissertation. Art can be the expression of
an idea through craft, and more recently still, art can even just be an idea. Craft on the other hand is often the
creation of object through a learned skill. Evidence of this is found in the history of guilds and trades in the
renaissance through the journeyman process, found even now in trades like carpentry. The museum does not
define these things specifically, but collects objects which are examples of both historically. In other words an
art museum defines art as a natural talent where as a craft is the result of a learned skill. An artist can pick up a
brush or pen and ink or for that matter whatever medium chosen and, without prior training, will create a work
of art. This is not to say an artist can't go through school or training and improve on the raw natural talent.
What makes an item a craft is the result of a craftsman going through the process from apprentice to master
craftsman or a journeyman learning the craft through a well defined set of rules and instructions.
What is going on when an artist takes a craft and raises it to a level of fine art? As defined above, the artist
redefines the craft through self expression. In the case of Harold Hahn, he was a well established and award
winning artist long before he built his first model ship. Self expression came into play when Harold Hahn took
the craft of model ship building, which is a learned skill, and added an element of sculpture and expression. We
can accomplish the craft of model ship building through learning and training but no matter how hard some of
us try we can never accomplish the level of sculpture achieved by the natural talent of Hahn, this is the dividing
line between art and craft.

The first piece is a self portrait
dated 1942

Twenty-one (Self-Portrait), 1942.
Harold Maxwell Hahn (American,
1920-) Etching; The
Cleveland Museum of Art, Gift of
The Print Club of Cleveland
1942.311

As an artist’s medium Harold first learned Linoleum cutting then engraving on end grain blocks of Boxwood.
Following he learned the different approaches to working on polished copper plates: drypoint, engraving, line
etching, soft ground etching, and other aquatint techniques. All of the methods for producing pictures
represented direct application of the artists creative efforts and special skills. At the time I met Harold I was
working in a print shop specializing in limited edition art prints and learning how to do etchings. The etchings
done by Harold should not be confused with commercially printed reproductions of an artists work. The
mechanically produced offset lithographs are "copies" of the original artists work, however they are
reproductions of the actual etching and lack the detail of the original prints made direct from the copper plates.

The process of creating and printing a line etching begins with a polished copper plate. This plate is heated and
a ball of hard ground wax is touched to the hot plate to deposit enough wax on the surface so it can be rolled out
into a smooth coating. Next the plate is passed over a candle flame until the warm wax is impregnated with the
smoke to produce a uniformly blackened surface. The design is then traced onto the plate, bearing in mind that
when the image is printed, the image will be reversed. The picture is cut on the grounded plate with a sharp
point that cuts into the hard wax to expose the copper.

The contrast between the blackened wax and the bright copper color produces a well defined negative image.
After drawing all the lines that will be the heaviest in the picture, the plate is submerged in a diluted solution of
hydrochloric acid. The time the plate is left to etch in the acid is determined by the skill and experience of the
artist. After the first etching the next pronounced lines are scribed in the wax and the plate is once again etched.
This process is repeated from the heaviest lines to the finest lines. Some drawings will require as many as six
acid etchings ranging from two minutes to two hours. When the final etching is done, the wax is cleaned from
the copper plate and a test print is made. In most cases the cycles of etching may have to be done three of more
times until the finished result is achieved.
Looking at the bottom of the prints you will see numbers for example 5/20 the top number is the number of the
print and the bottom number is the amount of prints made. Lower the numbers the higher the value of the print.
To assure the value of a print the
artist will destroy the original copper
plate so no more prints can be made.
In almost all Hahn prints there will
be a building which suggests
Harold's interest in structure and
architecture. Realizing the path of
the starving artist was not for him he
went to school at Case Western
University School of Applied
Science where he enrolled in the
engineering curriculum resulting in a
career as an engineer and not as an
artist.

Crucible 1942
etching and aquatint
gift of the print club of Cleveland
1942
Cleveland Museum of Art collection

Autumn in Mill Street 1941
linoleum cut
gift of the print club Cleveland 1943
Cleveland Art Museum collection

Queen Anne's Lace
watercolor
gift of Harold Hahn 1947
Cleveland Art Museum collection

Although structures appear in many of his works Harold did
dabble in the abstract, however in the background it looks like
steps and some sort of structure.
Impromptu
aquatint
gift of the Print Club of Cleveland 1948
Cleveland Museum of Art collection

Of all the visits to Harold I never saw any examples of sculpture. This all changed when he directed his
attention to model ship building. In this genre he was able to combine all his artistic talent of painting, design
and the discovery of sculpture into one endeavor, call it artist turned engineer or engineer turned artist.

Hahn's colonial period resulted in the diorama, a book the Colonial Schooner and sets of modeling plans. His
work so far was well received and well respected. When crossing the line from artist to craftsman it becomes a
learned skill and there are rules to follow, and things are done certain ways, this is where self expression of the
artist takes a back seat to learned skills and a system of doing things. It was this second phase when the artist
turned shipwright that the critics began to creep out of the woodwork and criticize his work, from where he
placed gun ports, their size, how he framed his models, the use of little people in the models, interpretation of
the carved work and anything, no matter how trivial, was questioned, some was justified some just nit picking.
Some comments come down to the arm chair experts, those who sit down and read an article or two, maybe
even a book on a subject, and consider themselves experts. Then there are those who will quote information and
apply it willy-nilly. One example of this was when I read a post, I don't remember when or where but the post
said Hahn's framings of his models were all wrong because he did not taper the frames. The information is
correct, British ships did taper frame futtocks, they got smaller as they reached the top timbers. Problem is a
number of Hahn's ship were American built and in North America frames were not tapered, framing was almost
a solid wall of timber from keel to caprail.

This This graphic shows the British system of reducing the sided dimension of the futtocks perhaps to reduce
weight in the upper hull.
The North American system was to build almost a solid wall of timber, using lighter weight wood for the upper
futtocks to reduce weight.
Two major influences set Harold's model building into motion, one was the Boston museum of art and the other
was Robert Bruckshaw
Taken directly from his Memoirs and in Harold’s own words. “The Boston Museum of fine arts really hit me
hard. I found ship models in cases located in the halls of the museum. The thing that bowled me over, and
forced me to reassess my intent in ship modeling was a gallery devoted to a collection of British Admiralty
models. I had been patting myself on the back for being quite a fine model builder after the few
opportunities I had had to see other noted people’s work. Suddenly it was revealed to me that I hadn’t
even reached first base. The exquisite workmanship and detailing that I saw in the complicated Admiralty
models had me eating humble pie.

Before we take a look at the models and drawings it might be worth it to understand who inspired and advised
Hahn.
It was the work of Robert Bruckshaw.

Looking at the Confederacy built
by Bruckshaw we can see where
Harold came up with the even
room and space of his framing.
The Bruckshaw Confederacy is
built to the classic Admiralty style
of even spacing of the frames and
the distinctive band of solid wood
along the floor heads.
Bob gave his drawings of the Confederacy to Harold but rather than build off Bob's plans Harold studied the
work and came up with his version of the same ship. The one feature of Harold's Confederacy is the over all
appearance which emulates Bob's model
As far as the actual construction Harold's model goes off in a totally different direction. Although both models
have that admiralty appearance Harold's stops with appearance as where Bob's is actually built like an admiralty
model. This difference in construction methods comes into play because admiralty framing does not work in
the jig method Harold was using. Harold's jig method required fully assembled frames which are set into the jig,
Bob's method is built up futtock by futtock from the floors
up.
Another big difference is in the framing of the bow Harold
went with more of the actual system used in North America
as where Bob used the English style

As far as the carvings Harold was a bit more accomplished than Bob, you could say it was Bob who taught
Harold ship modeling but it was Gus Crabtree who influenced Harold when it came to carving and the little
people. Gus Crabtree did infact come to visit Harold and park his truck camper in the driveway for a week or
so, as will as Harold and Nancy visiting Gus at his home.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxBpw_Tu5WE

Robert Bruckshaw was Harold's mentor and played a big part influencing Harold's style. Basically Harold
followed the open frame hull with the dark band of the wales and planked upper hull. Both models one by
Harold the other by Robert look are built with the same appearance.

Bobs model of the Boston was framed with
equal room and spacing of the frames, a style
also seen with the Admiralty board models. It
was this type of framing used by Harold in his
model collection.

The third model by Robert Bruckshaw in the Smithsonian collection is the Raleigh. With this model Bob used
the alternating floor and first futtock method resulting in the band of solid timber at the floor heads.

What makes this model interesting is the
elimination of the deadwood and stern carvings.
According to Bob this type of model was built
solely for the purpose of showing the shape of the
hull, size and proportions.

As Bob said, "Why build an admiralty model?" for years, I have had a model of the HMS victory of 1776,
sitting on the mantel, and then on a shelf. The most dominating feature of that model is the tallow colored
bottom of the hull. Eons ago when i modeled the USS Preston and the USS Texas the red bottoms of their hulls,
except for the brass screws and rudder tended to block out any view of the superstructure. On an admiralty
model the absence of the planking on the bottom half of the hull diminishes its bulky appearance and the open
bottom is broken up by the spacing of the frames. The upper portion of the hull is separated from these frames
by black wales. The open decks lead into the airy appearance of the rigging, giving the whole model a delicate
balanced influence. You can focus on the topgallant or a truck without a white hull blinding you. An admiralty
model is more pleasing to the eye.

If it looks like a duck and quacks like a duck it must be a duck. If it looks like a duck but clucks like a chicken
then it must be a chicken in a duck disguise. Same applies to Bruckshaw's admiralty models, they look like
admiralty models and are built like admiralty models, thus they are admiralty models. Hahn's models look like
admiralty models but are not built like admiralty models thus they are not admiralty models, they just look like
them.
We can expand the definition of Admiralty model
to include any model with the lower hull left
open, exposing any system of framing. What if
one side of the hull is fully planked and one side
left open, is this a half admiralty model? Rather
than try and squeeze different configurations of a
model into the admiralty style, let’s keep it simple
and stick to the rules Bob set down.
Keep in mind Bob was building one off, one of a
kind models for museum display; they were never
meant to be reproduced. On the other hand,
Harold was thinking modeling plans and a
building system which, if followed correctly,
allows most anyone to reproduce the model.
Just to build an admiralty model is very difficult,
let alone trying to fit it into a fool proof building
system.
Bob set all the floors on the keel making sure all
the drafting, fabrication of the floors and setting
of the floors resulted in that nice fair sweeping
curve of the overlap and the solid belt of timber.
The skill in building a hull this way is difficult
and this is why we see few model built in this
style.
Harold used a framing jig to hold the frames and
keep the hull stable while it was being built.
This idea just did not fall out of the sky and on to
Harolds work bench.

The idea came from Bruckshaw, as you can see, he was using a basic jig system very close to what Hahn came
up with. It was Harold who looked at it and thought humm this might work if I make some sort of solid, stable
jig to hold the frames. The jig idea will work, but the admiralty framing won't.
In order for Hahn's plans to work for model builders he needed a system of framing where a builder could build
a complete frame and hold it in a jig. The double frame or sister framing was the answer, you could build a
frame independent of the hull and hold it in a jig. Problem is the ships would no longer be built like admiralty
models.
Harold was not that concerned about maintaining the traditional building methods of the admiralty model his
concern was more from an artists point of view as Bob stated
"On an admiralty model the absence of the planking on the bottom half of the hull diminishes its bulky
appearance and the open bottom is broken up by the spacing of the frames. An admiralty model is more
pleasing to the eye."
It was in the early 1980s when Harold was deep into developing plans for his ships of the American Revolution.
I did not discuss research with him because, at the time, I didn't have much to contribute. It was years later
when I began to work on the idea of timbering sets of his models that I asked him about the plans. If anything,
it was the framing he used that caused the biggest ruckus, all the monkeys on monkey island were screeching,
jumping up and down and throwing their arms in the air. All Harold had to say at the time was it was his
artistic interpretation, that is the way he liked it so that's how he did it. Much more thought went into it than
what Harold lead people to believe. At the time, the model, club was going strong and Harold spent a lot of time
in the museum library where I was a volunteer. There was no shortage of pictures of ship wrecks and
descriptions of framing, as a matter of fact, the Great Lakes were littered with ship wrecks, they were under
water, sticking out of the sand and parts washing ashore, there were even fields with framing dumped there by
the Army Core of Engineers when they dredged shipping channels or cleared wrecks that were a hazard.
Not only did the museum library provide a wealth of information but Harold's personal library covers the
history of ship building as well everything anyone needed to know about how actual ships and ship models were
framed. Accusing Harold of a major historical error in how he framed his models, is not accurate, remember
Harold was an engineer and he knew more about how ships were built and framed than most in the ship
modeling community. It would be more accurate to say he did it that way on purpose.
The one thing all the shipwrecks in North America had in common was the framing, with of course some
exceptions they all were double frames spaced apart so the sided dimension of the frames was the same as the
space between them or very close to that. Later studies showed framing was actually random and the frames and
spacing varied anywhere from 1 to 4 inches. But for the most part this system of framing looked just like the
framing of the admiralty model.
This framing looked like admiralty framing and the framing was indeed an actual system of framing there was
one big problem.

The idea of a semi kit came from Milt Roth who owned the ship modeling business the Dromedary. Milt and i
discussed some sort of building system and kit that would bridge the gap between the plank on bulkhead kits
and the plank on frame scratch built model. The concept would also teach a builder how it was done so the
information can be used on any new project a model builder wanted to build. What came to my mind was
Harold Hahn because for one thing he produced plank on frame model plans and all that was needed was a kit. I
approached Harold with the idea of a kit and the answer was no! i didn't take no for a final answer and asked
why not? he spelled it out to me in no uncertain terms. He said his plans and body of work was never intended
for the average hobby builder. His plans were for the more serious builder who wanted to learn the craft and for
the semi advanced builders who wanted to build plank on frame models. A serious builder needed to start with
the basics of learning to work with wood, read and understand plans and use research, learn patience and take
things slow and easy, model ship building requires repetitive work and a development of a certain temperament,
a kit skips over the basics and ends with just building a kit.
Now that i knew what the parameters were and what Harold had in mind i sat down and created the first
timbering set for the Hannah, I took it over his house and we talked about it. I knew Harold was into
reproducing series, every one of his etchings were about creating the master etching and making a limited
edition of each from 5 to 100 copies. His model building from the start was about a system for others to follow
i just needed to come up with something a builder could learn from and end up with a reproduction of the
original. I left the timbering set with him and about a week later he called and asked can you stop over i have
some things to say about the timbering set and oh by the way bring a few pieces of Ebony. Harold the artist was
not at home but Harold the engineer was there and this is what happened. First every timbering set produced
had to include a set of his plans that way he sold plans with every timbering set, ok no problem. Harold did not
like the term "kit" so he suggested "timbering set" ok fine with me. He told me not to provide finished wood
this takes away the element of the builder learning to use the material. The heavy cutting and milling was fine
because he knew many builders did not have the tools to cut down lumber into usable sizes. A rougher
dimensioned wood was fine this way a builder learns how to fit and finish pieces and make adjustment to the
framing which we will cover later on. To him providing someone with perfectly milled and finished material
was someone wanting to rush to the finish line, someone taking the time to fit and work with wood and
finishing the pieces is someone taking the time to learn a craft and that is what this is all about. One last issue
was the laser cutting, i said the laser cutting was not the final or finished piece it still needed work, so i got the
ok to laser cut parts. The Hahn timbering set went into production and it did not take long for the feed back of
why the wrong framing?
Later i talked to Harold about the timbering set and builders were asking me about the framing and why it was
used so i asked him about the framing. He seemed a bit irritated with the question no doubt because he was
asked the same question over and over despite giving the answer over and over.
By connection dots of information from notes in
Harold's library, talking to him, unpublished
writings of his and the people he was associated
with. Here are some thoughts as to why Harold
Hahn framed his models the way he did.
The model that I made from those plans, was built
to suit my own personal interests as a ship modeler.
Whether others share my interpretation of the
subject, does not concern me.
I am the captain of this ship and she pleases me.
quote 1992 Harold Hahn

The first reference book Harold use for the framing of a hull was The Built up Ship Model by Charles Davis
and the second book was Plank on Frame models by Harold Underhill. In both these sources the modelers used
a room and space defined as the frame and the space are equal. When Harold started work on the shipyard
diorama he consulted Howard Chapelle, he had gone to meet Chapelle at his home on a few occasions.
The way Howard explained how colonial ships in the small yards along the east coast were built the builder
erected a platform called a scrieve-board, which can be seen in this diorama. He then built mold frames and set
them up along the length of the hull. Once the mold frames were set up planking began at the keel and filler
chunks of timber were added between the mold frames held in place by the planking. This method was also
described in the book the Built up Ship Model. Davis referred to the method as "framed on ribbons" he
continued to say "Unless you have a keen eye for fairness in sighting the curves, you had better stick to the safer
method of sawing each frame shape taken from the plans." Howard Chapelle also told Harold the bigger yards
with mold lofts and trained draftsman and marine architects used a different system. They were laying out each
frame and making mold patterns to build the frames. This system was the big bang of model ships, it gave birth
the use of 1/2 models. The designer built a model and the draftsmen took measurements from the model and
created a table of offsets. The term lofting a frame is the process of taking those measurements and drawing
them full scale on the floor of the mold loft. The catch to it is the designing, drafting and lofting of the shapes
was a totally different operation to what went on in the ship yard. What went on in the yard was the builder
placed the mold frames at his whim, they could be every 3rd or 4th or 5th frame, they could be evenly spaced or
set anywhere along the keel. As for the sawn frames they were built and spaced totally random, some frames
were thinner some heavier and spacing varied from 1 to 4 inches. This information led Harold to the conclusion
building a hull can be totally random but designing a hull is another method.
Harold once said a correspondent wrote to ask me how he could secure detailed information which would
enable him to duplicate exactly the original framework of a colonial schooner. His concern was that eighteenth
century ships were not built as i show them with my framing design. My answer was he asked for an
impossibility. Research will uncover records that give scantlings in general terms, there are certain number of
contemporary framing plans proposed for a particular ship. However, while this information will enable one to
approximate a duplication of the original ship, no model built from eighteenth century plans can be more than a
reconstruction. So where do we draw the line? to me, it is a compromise with a practical approach to what the
"purist" would consider absolutely correct, although unattainable. An individual who insists that a model should
be framed right side up like a real ship, and the frames must be built up of futtocks pieces together end to end
with chocks and reduced in thickness as they rise up the side of the hull, I can't fault the method if a person is
determined to follow it. If this labor of love gives the builder true satisfaction, then it is time well spent. In my
case the plans i developed for my own models and for the use of other builders, it is important they should be
recognized for what they do and do not offer. The frame scantlings are reasonably close to what might of been
expected in the original ship though they may not duplicate actual construction practices. The plans provide a
practical approach without sacrificing options for introducing details.
Equal room and spacing of frames was seen everywhere Bob Bruckshaw use it in his models as well as Crabtree
use it and a number of other model builders even the builders of the Navy board models used it. Not only was it
used in model building but also used in actual hull construction. There seems to be more to it than just a
random method. Keeping in mind Harold Hahn was an engineer by trade and accomplished artist one thing all
engineers and artists know is the golden mean. This is a ratio of geometric proportion that is used in
architecture, art, engineering and even in the natural world. This proportion is said to produce the most
aesthetically pleasing results. Equal room and space framing in ship models is the starting point of design the
balance between art and engineering.
From the artistry of the early admiralty models to the contemporary works of builders like Bruckshaw and Hahn
they knew darn well what they were doing.
On an admiralty model the absence of the planking on the bottom half of the hull diminishes its bulky
appearance and the open bottom is broken up by the spacing of the frames. The upper portion of the hull is
separated from these frames by heavy wales. An admiralty model is more pleasing to the eye.

“It is known that the eyes take in information more efficiently when they scan side-to-side, as opposed to up
and down.” so seeing frames and space one sees the structure.
The frame scantlings are reasonably close to what might of been expected in the original ship though they may
not duplicate actual construction practices. The plans provide a practical approach without sacrificing options
for introducing details.
What Harold meant when he said options for introducing detail is his plans are designed so a builder can alter
the framing without having to change the framing system or redrawing frames.
As an example using the Oliver Cromwell framing the plan is drawn to the standard modeling practice of equal
room and space. With each model Harold provided a historical back round so a builder can continue the
research. and if information is found that changes framing the model can be altered accordingly
first drawing is the original plan, this framing gives the model the open equal spaces airy appearance of the
admiralty type model.

the second drawing shows the "option" with the literal
gray area added. There is no way of knowing exactly
how the original ship was framed or the size of the
frames.

a builder can frame the model with the equal room
and space or heavier framing without changing
anything except for the thickness of the framing
stock.

If the frames are built of heavier stock the keel notches are
expanded by sanding them and the legs of the frames where they
fit into the jig are sanded smaller to fit the jig notch.

I did ask him if he had all the research material why he would build a model "his way" rather than stick to the
historical facts. The model of the Chaleur really demonstrates what he was thinking. In the early years of ship
modeling few people if anyone in the ship modeling community knew of Harold's artistic work other than the
ship models. Naturally ship modelers would question why he used stylized forms of framing rather than staying
true to model ship buildings purpose of creating true historical models. If we step over the line and into the
world of art we can see the work from a different perspective. Taking a look at the original plan of the Chaleur
the frame scantlings and masting was recorded on the plan, what was not recorded was the spacing of the
frames. The first thought that comes to mind is the frame spacing was not mentioned because the frames were
random. The hull could have been framed on ribbons so the mold frames could be spaced anywhere from 4 to 6
feet apart and filler pieces placed randomly between the sistered mold frames. This would be logical except for
a note from Howard Chapelle suggesting the Chaleur was
not a colonial American built schooner but rather a French
Vessel. The French did not build their hulls with loose
random filler tinber, the frames were all sistered frames. If
the Chaleur was indeed a French vessel and the frames
placed on 24 inch centers then you would have frames 18
inches with a 6 inch space like the first drawing. This is quite
possible as shipwreck data confirms such an arrangement. If
Harold used the equal frame and spacing using 9 inch frame
futtocks then you would have 18 inch frames and an 18 in
space, a very unlikely arrangement. With no definitive
answer to how the Chaleur was framed he had artistic
freedom to design the model anyway he wanted. From the perspective of ship modeling this approach was
unacceptable, you would go with the most likely framing which is drawing 1 and not make something up like
drawing 3. According to Harold when he went about designing the framing for a model he would established
dimensions for the frames based on the size of the ship so they will be in suitable proportion even though not
duplicating actual framing practices of the period. Then he would position the frames to accommodate gun
ports making the ports an integral part of the structure so as a whole the structure would be in harmony and also
to simplify the construction of the model.

Here we see the original ink on
tissue paper frame drawing of the
Chaleur.

When looking closer we can see
the engineer in Harold working out
a framing system. There are
double lines as well as lines
scribbled out. Also the gun port at
the F location is not falling on a
frame. This just goes to show
Harold took time and put a lot of
thought behind the framing used in
each of his models.
The end result was a balanced
model.

On the final plan Harold included the original scantlings for the frames just incase you want to build your way,
right where the arrow is pointing.

